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About This Game

HTC Vive and Room-Scale Gameplay.

A frantic action workout. You enter the Holodaze arena armed with your power balls and your trusty teleporter to see how long
you can survive. Teleport from cube to cube whilst destroying enemy robots and dodging their attacks.

Robot drones will randomly appear to try and blast you to pieces but you can fight back by throwing your power balls in their
faces!

The one catch is, when you teleport, you can teleport to any face of the cube which shifts your orientation in the Holodaze arena
so now when you throw, gravity is working against you. In easy mode and normal mode you have a helpful reminder of which

cube face you're standing on. Green is the top of the cube, Red is the bottom of the cube, Blue is any of the sides of the cube.....
Stay on the green to make your life easy!

If you're on the underneath of a cube, then throwing up is just throwing down!

Three levels of difficulty mean casual gamers can enjoy whilst hardcore addicts can try the hard mode for a real challenge.

There are also powerups to make your life easier. The red powerball can be shot like a laser (no need to throw that bad boy), the
triple shot gives you three balls, and the confusion causes the robots to malfunction.

How long can you last in the Holodaze arena?
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Get your throwing arm ready!
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Title: Holodaze
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Sysdia Games
Publisher:
Sysdia Games
Release Date: 19 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970
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Picked it up on sale, glad i didn't pay full price. The armor skin bug bothered me, a few glitches here and there, but besides that
i was pleased. Grab a couple buddies and a case of beer for this one.. 10 cents of fun. Now, only thing left is an east asian
expansion for my next playthrough. ;). I mean.. it's not bad at all for someone's first attempt at creating a visual novel, but it
could have been better executed. There's hardly any plot, the twist is not worth it and there is no build-up to it because of how
short everything is. The characters are uninteresting - well, I mean, how much development can a character with the short life of
five minutes even get - and things that could have been visually conveyed through simple drawings were not, so laziness was a
thing at work here as well. How can you be lazy with a game that takes ten minutes to complete? If I made a game that was ten
minutes long, I'd want to make it the fullest game I can. This is mostly the reason why I put 'do not recommend'. This is just
hardly an experience at all. As I said, dear developer, you can do great things but you just didn't this time.. A very worthy sequel
to a very unique type of first person shooter. This one has all the same goods and bads that the first game has so check out that
review for further details. In summary though:
Excellent, realistic combat game with depressing, unskippable cutscenes. Definitely worth at least one play through to
experience this story good and true enough to have its own mini-series one day akin to the likes of Band of Brothers.. Played 5
hours and there's nothing more to do anymore. All my new cars get no.1 in all tests, I win every race and I'm always make no.1
profit, but I dont know what I should spend all my money on? Tuning and researching? There is nothing more to do basically..
More of the same. If you like other Spiderweb Software games, like I do, you'll enjoy this one too.. Well. I would like to say
that SolarGun is just one of my favorite puzzle games on Steam. I played all portal games and many similar games with
different mechanics and gameplay (like Qube, Chromagun and more), but this one is my favorite. The main aesthetic is
gorgeous - a great unlit material with an ambient occlusion FX. The music is quiet (I love Chopin Funeral March). What about
controls? All is smooth and perfect. The main gameplay is unusual and really clever. Thank you for the free content. This team
did an amazing work. If you don't try this project, I guess that you are stupid - it is worth 10 times its price - less than one buck
++. aptmosphere was nice. other than that everything was cheap including sound effects and the ending music was stolen too
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Unless you're ridiculously new, the bundle isn't really "worth" it. All of the cards I got from it were pretty common and didn't
help my deck in any way, better to just save $ for holiday deals instead of this nonsense.. My first review doesn't make justice to
the game; it is actually very good! probably on the top 3 of my favorite visual novels! :o

PS: Shame the soundtrack isn't available as DLC.... yet another poor excuse for a developer that cant program a proper
windowed mode, thank god i keep getting these trash developed games free off bundles, cause this developer will NEVER see a
dime from me after this. Hi yes the game plays Ok for me interesting subject for what I have played and seen so far seems well
thought out crafted and works well on my laptop on high settings I don't know yet how much content there is the game. In the
add it states 38gb space required but I down loaded only 994 meg so there is hopefully more to come in the future because my
lap top is medium to high spec so to get the best FPS for me I need to go lower res than 900 X 1600 but iI don't see any way to
lower the res beyond 900 X 1600 in the options menu.

So all in all lets see what happens in the future, I will recommend it if there is much more content and polish in the future,
but if not I will be the first to say no but you can only make your own mind up.
Mike.

. Really great for free. Controls were extremely easy to pick up and although it's not physically (ie with physics) accurate when
on land (I can come in super hot to the landing, turn my wings sideways, stop immediately, and fall right onto the platform) it's
really fun to be a bird. In the space level, I like that it was all based on how I positioned my rockets as opposed to the wings,
which wouldn't work in space. I tried zooming between trees but it seems either I'm really big or the trees' hitboxes are bigger
than they look but again, for free it's great. Looking forward to what else happens.
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